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Abstract 

In response to climate change, heat-sensitive species might shift certain activities to 

cooler times of day. The American Pika (Ochotona princeps), which sheds heat by 

accessing subsurface microclimates, could be a good model for temporal shifts in 

behavior as a response to increased heat stress. At the Niwot Ridge Long-Term 

Ecological Research (LTER) site in the Front Range of Colorado, logistical constraints 

often limit behavioral observations to midday hours. To extend inference to 

crepuscular activity, we conducted paired dawn and dusk observations of n =11 unique 

pikas at two sites on Niwot Ridge, for a total of 60, 45-minute observations during the 

summer of 2016. No significant difference was found in the average percent of time 

pikas were surface-active at dawn (38%), dusk (53%) or midday (33%). Preening 

activity was more prevalent at one site at dusk; all other activity frequencies did not 

differ significantly between dawn and dusk, and were consistent with previous data for 

midday behavior. Sub-surface temperatures, recorded during each observation, were 

significantly cooler at dawn than at dusk at both sites. Together, these results suggest 

that summer temperatures on Niwot Ridge currently do not disrupt the consistency of 

pika surface activity from dawn through dusk. However, when the effects of individual 

pika, location, and time were accounted for in logistic regression models, a relationship 

emerged between subsurface temperatures and surface activity. 
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Introduction 
 

The American Pika (Ochotona princeps) (hereafter referred to as pika) is a small alpine 

mammal (order= Lagomorpha) that might serve as a sentinel species for climate 

change. Although its small body size causes it to lose heat rapidly, the pika has adapted 

to withstand cold winter temperatures by maintaining a thick fur coat and a high 

metabolic rate (Ray 2012). As a result, the average internal temperature of a pika, 

40.1˚C (Wilkening et al. 2011), is dangerously close to the reported lethal temperature, 

43.1˚C (MacArthur & Wang 1973/74). To combat high temperatures and avoid 

overheating, pikas are microhabitat specialists and shed excess heat by finding cool 

microclimates within rocky slopes, called talus (Smith & Weston 1990). Pikas depend 

heavily on the talus for thermoregulation, and so rarely stray from their territories. This 

dependence, as well as the patchy distribution of talus, limits the amount of suitable 

pika habitat, making pikas particularly vulnerable to rising temperatures (Beever et al. 

2011). As such, pikas are frequently used as a model to measure the potential effects of 

climate change on alpine and subalpine mammals. 

 

As global temperatures have steadily increased during the 20th century, extirpations, as 

well as changes in species distribution, behavior, morphology, and phenology, have 

become more prevalent (IPCC 2007; Wilkening et al. 2011). Mountain and tundra 

ecosystems are particularly at risk from warming climates, and temperatures in 

northern latitudes are expected to increase by another 2-6˚C during the 21st century 

(McDonald & Brown 1992). As a result of rising spring temperatures, alpine 

snowbanks at the Niwot Ridge Long-Term Ecological Research Site (LTER) in 
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Colorado have started melting 2-3 weeks earlier than in 1978 (Clow 2010). Early 

snowmelt depletes insulating snow cover, exposing plants and burrowing or saxicolous 

animals to dangerous cold-weather events in late spring (Bhattacharyya & Ray 2015). 

Furthermore, plants that emerge earlier in the spring may also desiccate earlier in the 

summer, potentially depriving herbivores of much needed moisture during hot summer 

months (Bhattacharyya & Ray 2015; Smith & Erb 2013). 

  

In response to these environmental changes, many species are expected to shift their 

ranges pole-ward, toward cooler latitudes (Walther et al. 2002). But mountain-dwelling 

species often have no place to go except to higher elevations, because deep valleys 

separate mountainous habitats and create “montane islands” with little migration 

between communities (McDonald & Brown 1992). Some species find temporary 

refuge from rising temperatures by shifting their territories toward higher, and thus 

cooler, elevations (Beever et al. 2011). However, many alpine species simply do not 

have access to higher elevation habitats; for example, the alpine zone in the southern 

Rocky Mountains starts around 3470 meters and extends to the highest elevations in 

Colorado, 4400 meters (Benedict 2008). When relocating is not a viable option, some 

cold-adapted mammals may cope with high temperatures by adjusting their behavior to 

avoid the hottest times of day (Smith 1974). As such, behavioral observations play an 

important role in analyzing the effects of climate change on alpine mammals as 

temperatures continue to rise. 
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One way high temperatures can hurt pika survival is by limiting the amount of time 

pikas spend foraging and haying (MacArthur & Wang 1974; Wilkening et al. 2011). 

Haying refers to how pikas collect grasses and forbs during the summer to store in piles 

of vegetation under rocks in the talus. Pikas then feed from these haypiles during the 

winter, when snow buries the nearby foliage. Haying is energy intensive, as it involves 

running and jumping through the talus to reach patches of meadow and then 

transporting the food back to nearby haypiles (Dearing 1997a). When temperatures are 

high, pikas must spend more time resting beneath the talus to avoid overheating, which 

could limit the amount of time available to hay (MacArthur & Wang 1974; Smith 

1974). If pikas cannot gather enough food during their short haying season (mid-July 

through September), they often will not have enough calories to survive the winter 

(Dearing 1997a). Juveniles are especially at risk because before building haypiles, they 

must first disperse and find an unoccupied territory, thus leaving them with less time to 

gather food (Smith 1974). 

 

Temporal shifts in pika behavior might help pikas mitigate the harmful effects of heat 

stress as the climate warms. Pikas have already been observed spending less time 

active above the talus surface during hot midday hours, instead shifting their behaviors 

to cooler times of day, like dawn and dusk (Krear 1965; Smith 1974). By deviating 

from strictly diurnal behavioral patterns, they can take advantage of cooler 

temperatures to hay and feed. However, there is a dearth of early morning and late 

evening behavioral data at key long-term research sites in the Colorado Front Range, 

making detection of future temporal shifts in behavior difficult (Figure 1). This is 
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largely due to the consistent summer thunderstorms that chase researchers off the 

mountains nearly every afternoon during July and August. Talus is often found at 

exposed, high elevation sites, so evacuation is often a necessary precaution for 

researchers during thunderstorms. The Tundra Laboratory, a facility located in the 

Niwot Ridge Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) Site and maintained by the 

University of Colorado Mountain Research Station, can be used as a refuge from 

dangerous thunderstorms. But researchers rarely use the structure to wait for storms 

because the weather is unpredictable and storms can last anywhere from 15 minutes to 

several hours. 

 

Here we explored whether summer pika behavior differed at dawn compared to dusk 

and if this behavior was consistent with midday baseline data collected in 2012-2015 

(Meghan Wiebe, Maxwell Plichta and other students working with Dr. Chris Ray 

(University of Colorado-Boulder); pers. comm.). Specifically, we tested whether pika 

behavior is driven more by temperature than by time of day. If talus subsurface and 

ambient air temperatures differ between dawn and dusk, then the amount of time pikas 

spend surface-active would be expected to be lower during the warmer time-period. To 

test this, two aspects of behavior were evaluated: the amount of time pikas spend 

surface active, or above the talus surface, and the specific behaviors pikas engage in 

while surface active, including moving, scanning, and preening. 
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Fig. 1. Baseline data collected from 2012-2015 at three sites in the Colorado Front Range. 

Behavioral data were disproportionally collected between 08:30 and 14:00. Baseline data were collected 

by Wiebe et al. (2017) from West Knoll, Long Lake, and Mitchell Lake sites. Data were collected using 

the same protocols used in this study. “Observation start time” indicates the time that each 45-minute 

behavioral observation began. For the purposes of this research, dawn was defined as the first 2.5 hours 

after sunrise (06:00-08:30) and dusk was defined as the 2.5 hours before sunset (17:30-20:00). Midday 

was defined as the period between dawn and dusk (08:30-17:30). 
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Methods 

Study Species 

The study species is the American Pika (Ochotona princeps), a charismatic member of 

the lagomorph family that lives in talus and alpine environments throughout the Rocky 

Mountains, Northern Cascades, and Great Basin (Beever et al. 2011, Ray et al. 2012). 

Pikas have three seasonal patterns of activity, starting with breeding season from April 

through early June, when the winter snowpack finally starts to melt (Benedict 2008). 

Pikas are most famous for their activity from July to October, when haying and 

territorial maintenance become their primary activities. Both males and females will 

assiduously defend their territories, issuing a variety of high-pitched alarm calls to 

warn off intruding pikas or potential predators. Haypile consumption occurs during the 

rest of the year, when snowpack restricts movement (Benedict 2008). The data for this 

study were collected during the haying activity period.  

Location 

Behavioral observations were collected from two sites in the Front Range of Colorado 

between July 7 and August 9, 2016. The Front Range refers to a collection of mountain 

ranges that run north to south through parts of Wyoming and Colorado, including many 

high peaks and several national parks (Benedict 2008). Both the West Knoll and the 

Long Lake sites were located just east of the Continental Divide, which marks the 

geographical boundary between the western and eastern slopes of the southern Rocky 
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Mountains (Benedict 2008). Both sites experience significant seasonal variation and 

receive little precipitation, which is mostly in the form of snow. 

 

The West Knoll site 

The West Knoll (3474-3550 m) is a rounded hill that sits perched atop Niwot Ridge 

within the Roosevelt National Forest (UTM E 0449230, UTM N 4434284). Bordered 

by glacially carved valleys to the north and south, the Ridge starts at the base of 

Navaho Peak and extends approximately seven miles east of the Continental Divide 

(Krear 1965). Niwot Ridge has been a Long-Term Ecological Research site (LTER) 

since 1980 and is also protected as a Biosphere Reserve by the United Nations, 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).  

 

The landscape of Niwot Ridge is largely shaped by the consistent westerly winds that 

scour the landscape above tree line (Figure 2). The West Knoll juts above the rest of 

the Ridge, blocking the winds and creating an eddy of air on the leeward side that 

accumulates snow and contributes to the diversity of alpine microhabitats surrounding 

the Knoll (Bowman & Seastedt 2001). Snowbanks are an important source of water 

throughout spring and early summer for alpine environments like Niwot Ridge, and 

thus determine the composition of the plant communities nearby. Moist meadows 

surround these snowbanks and are largely dominated by grasses like Deschampsia 

caespitosa and forbs like Acomastylis rossii. The windward side and top of the Knoll is 

primarily fellfield, consisting of exposed gravel and a high diversity of cushion plants 

like Silene acaulis (Bowman & Seastedt 2001). Between the moist meadows and dry 
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fellfield, the West Knoll is covered by either talus or dry meadow. Dry meadow is 

dominated by the sedge Kobresia myosuroides, which is critical for its role in 

developing thick soils that nourish denser plant cover (Bowman & Seastedt, 2001). 

Pikas live almost exclusively in the talus, but typically choose habitats nearby dry and 

moist meadow areas since these contain their primary food sources, forbs and grasses 

(Benedict 2008). Pikas are found on the south, east, and north facing slopes of the West 

Knoll. 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. The study sites. The West Knoll (upper) lies entirely above tree line and is characterized by 

shallow talus, strong winds, and sparse vegetation. The Long Lake site (lower) is nestled in a subalpine 

forest, mostly consisting of lodgepole pine, that shelters the talus from wind. The size of the rocks at 

Long Lake are much larger than the rocks at the West Knoll. 
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The Long Lake site 

The Long Lake site (3368 m) lies within the Indian Peaks Wilderness at an elevation 

approximately 300 m lower than the West Knoll (UTM E 0449995, UTM N 4435659) 

(Figure 3). Like the West Knoll, it is a historical site and has been researched 

extensively by Dr. Chris Ray, the research supervisor for this project. The Long Lake 

site is located below tree line on the north facing slope of Niwot Ridge, nestled within 

a typical subalpine forest upslope of a rich riparian area (Krear 1965). The talus areas 

are bordered by lush meadows containing forbs such as Mertensia ciliate and mature 

conifer forests containing Pinus contorta, Abies lasiocarpa, and Picea engelmannii. 

The trees act as a wind break and source of shade, moderating temperature extremes 

across the talus slope. Additionally, by blocking wind, the trees increase the area’s 

potential snow accumulation, resulting in a more moderate winter microclimate 

beneath the talus surface. The depth of the talus and the size of the rocks at Long Lake 

are considerably deeper and larger than the depth and size at the West Knoll. 
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Fig. 3. Position of study sites relative to each other. The high elevation study site was the West Knoll, 

located at 3474 meters within the Niwot Ridge Long-Term Ecological Research Site. Nearby, the low 

elevation study site, Long Lake, was situated at 3200 meters within the Indian Peaks Wilderness. The 

circles illustrate that the size of the rocks in the talus at the West Knoll were smaller and closer set than 

the rocks at Long Lake, which were larger and packed together less tightly. The tan color indicates talus 

or alpine tundra and the green color indicates subalpine forest.  

Selecting and trapping the pika 

Each focal pika was an adult caught and tagged during trapping efforts led by Chris 

Ray during June and July of 2016. The traps used were Tomahawk #201 collapsible 

traps, measuring 16” x 5” x 5”. These were placed at the talus surface on flat, stable 

rocks near (a) historic trapping sites, (b) historic or active haypiles, or (c) areas 

showing pika activity during 20-minute observations by members of Ray’s research 

team during June-July 2016. Each trap was surrounded by two layers of rocks on both 

sides, the back, and the top, to provide protection for the pika from sun exposure, 

precipitation, and predators (e.g. weasels). The trapping protocol used follows that 

which is outlined by the University of Colorado – Boulder Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee (IACUC) Protocol #1405.3. See Appendix for summary. 
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Behavioral observations 

Pikas at both study sites were trapped and tagged uniquely to facilitate visual 

identification, according to Dr. Ray’s long-term research protocol (University of 

Colorado – Boulder Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol #1405.03). 

Five tagged, adult pika were selected from each site and observed six times each, three 

times in the early morning and three times in the evening. An additional pika was 

observed at the West Knoll because its territory was clearly visible during the 

observations of another pika, bringing the total sample size to 11. These 11 individuals 

were called the study’s “focal pikas.” The morning time-period was defined as 06:00-

8:30 and the evening period as 18:00-20:00. These times were selected to either start or 

end 15-20 minutes before sunrise and sunset, as recorded on July 7, 2016. As the 

timing of sunrise and sunset changed throughout the summer, the defined time periods 

remained unchanged, but morning observations were occasionally delayed until more 

adequate lighting was available. Each observation lasted 45 minutes and followed the 

protocol of Wiebe et al. (2017). 

 

For each pika, the observer was always located in the same viewing place, within view 

of the point each pika had been successfully trapped in June-July 2016. The observer 

was either seated or standing between 10 and 20 meters of the location where the pika 

was trapped during 2016 tagging efforts. At the beginning and end of each observation, 

the weather conditions were recorded, including ambient temperature (as measured in 

Fahrenheit by a handheld thermometer), skies condition (e.g. cloudy, clear, overcast, 

raining), and wind (e.g. low, medium, high). Wind was estimated based on a qualitative 
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scale: low indicated no movement in the trees, only grass and leaves moving; medium 

wind indicated moderate gusts that could make tree branches sway; high wind meant 

the trees were bending due to the wind. The aspect, observer’s name, GPS coordinates, 

and start and end times were also recorded (See Appendix, Figs. 16-17 for datasheet). 

The behavior of the focal pika, as well as the behavior of any other animals present in 

the research site, was recorded once for every minute observed. The sums of these 

behaviors were reported for each observation and used for analysis (see Methods: 

Behavioral data analysis).  

 

Behaviors of interest included (1) scanning – when the pika stopped moving and either 

appeared alert, noticeably moved its head to watch stimulus, or perched on a high rock 

(a behavior sometimes referred to as “resting” but here included as scanning behavior); 

(2) moving – anytime the pika was seen running or moving between locations; (3) 

calling – short and long calls were recorded; (4) preening – any grooming activity; (5) 

feeding – actively consuming vegetation; (6) haying – when pika were observed 

transporting or caching vegetation; and (7) chasing/escaping – when a pika ran towards 

or away from another animal (Figure 4). When the focal pika was not seen during a full 

minute of observation, it was recorded as “unseen” for that minute. Each behavior was 

recorded once per minute observed, but multiple different behaviors could be recorded 

within a single minute. For example, a pika observed to call twice and move once 

within minute three would result in a record of “call, move” for minute three. Surface 

activity was defined as the amount of time pikas spent above the talus surface. It was 

estimated by subtracting the total number of minutes the pika was “unseen” in an 
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observation from the total duration of the observation. Pikas were identified by their 

unique color tags, consisting of two colors per ear; ear tags also included a unique 

serial number, but these numbers were not visible during observations.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Pika behaviors observed. Behaviors included (A) haying, (B) scanning/resting, (C) moving, (D) 

feeding, (E) licking. Pikas were also observed calling, preening, chasing and escaping. 

 

Temperature measurements 

Shallow talus subsurface, deep talus subsurface, and meadow temperatures were 

recorded during each observation using two HOBO Temp (Onset Corporation) 

temperature data loggers. At the start of the observation, one data logger was placed in 

the shade on a patch of meadow located near the observer’s position. Meadows were 

defined as areas of potential forage that were at least one square meter in area and 

located within 20 meters of the main haypile. To measure the shallow subsurface 

temperature, a second data logger was placed in the talus so that one sensor (within the 
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white plastic body of the logger) was placed in the shade within the top quarter-meter 

of the talus surface. To measure the deep subsurface temperature, a sensor attached to a 

two-meter long cable on the second logger was inserted at least one meter into the 

talus. These data loggers were programmed to record the temperature every 5 minutes. 

They were placed within 20 m of each observation location 5 minutes before each 

observation began and were removed at the end of the 45 minutes. After downloading 

the data to a computer, the last three temperature data points for each observation 

(approximately minutes 35, 40, and 45) were averaged and recorded for each of the 

three sensor positions. The meadow data logger malfunctioned on July 20, 2016 and no 

additional meadow temperature data were recorded for the rest of the study.  

 

Due to constraints on the availability of these data loggers, the data were downloaded 

on August 5, 2016, before the final nine observations were completed. These final 

temperature measurements (August 7-9, 2016) were conducted using two analog 

ambient temperature thermometers, attached together by a two-meter long string and 

placed as described above for the talus data loggers. However, one thermometer 

stopped working in the field, so only the deep subsurface talus temperatures were 

recorded. Thus, temperature analyses were performed using imputed shallow 

subsurface temperature data, in which the mean dawn and mean dusk temperatures 

recorded throughout the summer by sensors in the shallow talus placement were used 

for missing dawn and dusk observations, respectively. Meadow temperatures were not 

recorded for these nine trials, due to a lack of thermometer availability.  
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Behavioral data analysis 

Surface activity was determined by subtracting the number of minutes the pika was 

“unseen” from the total number of minutes in the observation (trimmed to 45 minutes 

for each observation). The sums of the eight behaviors seen or not seen in each 

observation were used for data analysis (e.g. moving, short calling). Only data from 

adult pikas were included in this analysis. See Appendix for details of what data were 

excluded. For behavioral analyses, 24 paired two-tailed t-tests were calculated using 

Microsoft Excel (version 15.3 © 2017 Microsoft) to compare the mean minutes pikas 

were observed doing each behavior at dawn compared to at dusk. The Bonferroni and 

Holm correction factors were considered as methods to adjust the p-values for repeated 

t-tests. Since both factors yielded highly similar results, only the Bonferroni correction 

factor was reported.  

 

To investigate the potential effects of temperature and other predictors on pika surface 

activity, a set of logistic-regression models were fitted and plotted using R (version 

3.31 © 2016 the R Foundation for Statistical Computing). Predictors such as 

subsurface temperature, deep subsurface temperature, location (WK = West Knoll or 

LL = Long Lake), and time (AM or PM) were included as fixed or interacting effects 

while the predictor individual pika (n=11, as identified by unique ear tags) was 

included as a random effect. The predictor location was analyzed with respect to the 

West Knoll and the predictor time was analyzed with respect to dusk. To remove skew 

in the data, shallow and deep subsurface temperatures were scaled and log transformed 

before they were used in regressions. The Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) was 
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used to determine relative support between candidate models. Models that reported 

AIC’s within two units of each other were considered to show equal support. Models 

that reported AIC’s at least two units less than the AIC reported for the null were 

considered more supported than the null. In total, 12 candidate models were generated 

for surface activity and 14 were generated for energy-intensive activity. Energy-

intensive activity referred to the amount of time pikas spent engaged in high-energy 

activities – moving, feeding, and haying – during observations. Additional models 

incorporating subsurface temperature as a nonlinear effect on surface activity were 

fitted as an ad-hoc analysis. 
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Results 

Surface activity 

No significant difference was found between the amount of time pikas spent above the 

talus surface at dawn compared to dusk for either site. On average, pikas (N=11) were 

surface active during 27.3% of dawn observations and 31.6% of dusk observations. 

When separated by site, pikas at the West Knoll (n=6) were slightly more active at 

dusk while pikas at Long Lake (n=5) were slightly more surface active at dawn (Figure 

5). However, p-values generated through paired two-tailed t-tests indicated that these 

differences were not significant (Bonferroni corrected level of significance, 

alpha=0.002083) (Table 1).  

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Surface activity at dawn and 

dusk. No significant difference was found 

between dawn and dusk surface activity at 

either the West Knoll (p-value = 0.387) or 

Long Lake (p-value = 0.242). P-values 

were calculated using paired two-tailed t-

tests. The Bonferroni corrected level of 

significance was 0.00625. Each box plot 

indicates the median (heavy line), 

interquartile range (IQR; box), range 

excluding outliers (whiskers) and outliers 

(dots), where outliers were defined as data 

occurring outside the IQR by 1.5*IQR. 

 

 

 

 

Behavioral profile 

The behavioral profiles of pikas at dawn and dusk were not significantly different 

(Figure 6). No significant differences were found in the amount of time pikas were 
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observed short calling, scanning or resting, moving, feeding, haying, or chasing and 

escaping at dawn or at dusk at either site (Table 1). No long calling was heard during 

any observation. Pikas at Long Lake were seen preening significantly more frequently 

at dusk than at dawn (p-value = 0.003363, Bonferroni corrected level of significance = 

0.00625). When seen above the talus surface, pikas were most frequently observed 

scanning or resting (22.16% at dawn, 23.93% at dusk), moving (12.83%, 13.27%) and 

foraging (2.48%, 3.05%). 

 
Fig. 6. Average behavioral profiles at dawn and dusk at the West Knoll and Long Lake. No 

significant difference was found between dawn and dusk for any behaviors observed, according to paired 

t-tests adjusted with the Bonferroni correction factor. Long calling was not observed during any 

observation. 

 

 

Table 1: P-values generated for two-tailed t-tests comparing dawn and dusk behavior 

Site Short 
Call 

Scan/ 
Rest 

Move Preen Feed Hay Chase/ 
Escape 

Unseen 

West Knoll 0.163 0.163 0.126 0.0034* 0.610 0.0962 0.163 0.125 

Long Lake 0.289 0.885 0.0871 0.0860 0.735 0.487 0.0289 0.532 

WK and LL 
Combined 

0.0918 0.298 0.766 0.330 0.675 0.944 1 0.377 

(*) indicates significant p-value (less than Bonferroni corrected level of significance = 0.00625) 
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There was considerable variation in the behavioral profiles of individual pikas. Some 

pikas were consistently seen above the talus surface during up to 50.0% observation 

minutes, while others were seen during just 5.55% (Figure 7). While the most 

frequently observed behaviors were consistent with each individual (i.e. scanning or 

resting was always the most prevalent behavior), the amount of time each behavior was 

observed varied widely. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7. Average surface activity of individual pikas. The average amount of time each pika was seen 

above the talus surface during observations varied considerably. The degree of variability within each 

pika’s surface activity data also varied widely, suggesting that other predictors besides individual pika 

also drive surface activity. Each boxplot indicates the median (heavy line), interquartile range (IQR; 

box), range excluding outliers (whiskers), and outliers (dots), where outliers were defined as data 

occurring outside the IQR by 1.5*IQR.  

 

Temperature analyses 

Significant differences were found between dawn and dusk shallow subsurface, deep 

subsurface, and approximate air temperatures, showing significantly cooler 

temperatures at dawn (nine two-tailed t-tests, all p-values less than Bonferroni 
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corrected level of significance = 0.00556). On average, air temperatures were 4˚C 

lower at dawn, shallow subsurface temperatures were 7.6˚C lower, and deep subsurface 

temperatures were 5.0˚C lower (Figure 8).  Significant differences were also found 

between sites (WK and LL) for dawn shallow subsurface (p-value = 0.00352), dawn 

deep subsurface (p-value = 8.94*10-5), and dusk deep subsurface temperatures (p-value 

= 2.24*10-4) (Figure 9). Mean deep subsurface temperatures at the West Knoll were 

1.9˚C cooler than at Long Lake at dawn and 3.5˚C warmer at dusk. Air temperature did 

not differ significantly between the sites for either dawn or dusk.  

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Average air, shallow subsurface, and deep subsurface temperatures at dawn and dusk. 

When both West Knoll and Long Lake data were averaged together, no significant differences between 

dawn and dusk temperatures were found for approximate air, shallow subsurface, or deep subsurface 

temperatures. Heavy weight lines indicate the median temperatures. The whiskers show the upper and 

lower adjacents. All data lie within the upper and lower inner fences and no outliers were excluded from 

the data.  
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Fig. 9. Dawn and dusk average subsurface temperatures per site. Light gray indicates dawn 

temperatures, dark grey indicates dusk temperatures. Letters indicate significance according to two-

tailed t-tests. WK indicates West Knoll temperatures, LL indicates Long Lake temperatures. Significant 

differences were found between sites (WK and LL) for dawn shallow subsurface (p-value=0.00352), 

dawn deep subsurface (p-value=8.94*10-5), and dusk deep subsurface temperatures (p-value=2.24*10-4). 

Dawn shallow subsurface temperatures were not significant between sites (p-value=0.942). Significant 

differences were found between shallow and deep subsurface temperatures at the West Knoll at dawn  

(p-value=0.00393), the West Knoll at dusk (p-value=0.00632), and Long Lake at dusk (p-value= 

1.11*10-5), but not at Long Lake at dawn temperatures (p-value=0.681). 

Logistic regression analyses 

Null surface activity models 

Null models were defined as regressions that only accounted for “nuisance” effects, 

such as location or individual. Location was used in some null models because it 

included many different site specific factors that could affect surface activity– such as 

wind, aspect, population density, elevation, alpine versus subalpine, etcetera. 

Individual pikas –labeled according to their ear tags –were included as a random effect 

in some null models to account for individual behavioral idiosyncrasies. Mixed effects 

regressions that held pika as a random effect on surface activity resulted in much lower 

AIC’s than other multivariate or linear models (Table 2). The most supported null 
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model only included the random effect of pika (AIC: 932.1310) and was used as a 

basis for developing alternative models. 

 

Table 2: Models of Surface Activity  

Model Type        Predictors AIC 
 

Null 

Models 

 

 

mixed effect 

mixed effect 

multivariate 

 

(1|pika) 

dusk (-), (1|pika) 

dusk (-)*** 

 

932.13 
933.90 

1254.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface 

Activity 

Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mixed effect 

 

Deep SST (-), locationWK (-)**, dusk (+),  

   deep SST: locationWK (-)*, deep SST: dusk (-),  

locationWK: dusk (+)*, deep SST: locationWK: dusk (+)***,  

(1|pika)† 

Shallow SST (-), locationWK (-)**, dusk (-),  

   shallow SST: locationWK (-)**, shallow SST: dusk (+),  

locationWK: dusk (+)***,  

shallow SST: locationWK: dusk (+)**, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (-)***, dusk (-), deep SST: locationWK (+)***, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (-), dusk (-), locationWK (-), dusk: locationWK (+)***,  

   (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+), dusk (-), locationWK (-),  

   dusk: locationWK (+)***, (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (-), dusk (-), shallow SST: dusk (+)***, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+)**, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (-), dusk (+), deep SST: dusk (+), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (-), dusk (-), shallow SST: dusk (+)*, (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+)*, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+)**, locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+)*, locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+), dusk (-), locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+), dusk (-), locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

 

885.40 

 

 

 

896.40 

 

 

 

901.53 

911.87 

 

913.30 

 

917.90 

926.68 

927.02 

928.17 

928.37 

928.40 

930.14 

930.37 

931.97 

Key: (1|pika) – pika as a random effect 

Deep SST – deep subsurface temperatures.                            Shallow SST – shallow subsurface  

LocationWK – the predictor location, compared to WK        Dusk –time, compared to dawn 

Levels of significance: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 1 
†Model failed to converge with max|grad| = 0.00114194 (tol = 0.001). 

 

 

 

Most supported surface activity models 

The temperature model that showed the most support was a linear mixed effects 

regression that included pika as a random effect and plotted surface activity as a 

function of shallow subsurface temperature interacting with location and time (AIC: 

885.40) (Table 2). This model was substantially more supported than the null (AIC: 

932.13) and suggests that, when the random effect of individual pikas was accounted 
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for, the best predictor of pika surface activity at dawn and dusk was deep subsurface 

temperature, and this effect was different at dawn and dusk and at each location. The 

interaction likely accounts for the significant difference in dawn surface activity 

between sites: pikas at the West Knoll were active 16.1% of dawn observations while 

pikas at Long Lake were active 39.7% of dawn observations (two-tailed t-tests, p-

value= 0.00319, level of significance = 0.05). There was no significant difference 

between sites for dusk surface activity. The interaction effect also supports the 

significant differences found between sites for dawn and dusk deep subsurface 

temperatures (six two-tailed t-tests, Bonferroni adjusted level of significance, alpha = 

0.00833). Figure 10 shows that when the surface activity predicted by this model was 

plotted against the observed surface activity, the data roughly follows a one-to-one 

relationship. This indicates that the model fits the data well and shows a strong 

relationship between this set of predictors and surface activity. This fit just barely 

failed to converge (max|grad| = 0.00114194, tol = 0.001)), but preliminary findings are 

supported by the second best supported model, which included an interacting effect 

between shallow subsurface temperatures, location, and time as well as the random 

effect of pika (AIC: 896.40).  
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Fig. 10. Observed vs. predicted 

surface activity according to most 

supported linear model. The figure 

shows a moderate relationship between 

surface activity and temperature when 

activity was modeled as a mixed effect 

model with the random effect of 

individual pika and an interacting 

effect between deep subsurface 

temperature and location (AIC: 

901.53). This implied that deep 

subsurface temperatures had some 

predictive capabilities of surface 

activity at dawn and dusk when 

differences in activities per pika and 

per site were considered. The dotted 

line represents a one-to-one line, for 

reference. 

 

 

 

Energy-intensive behavior models 

Certain behaviors – such as moving, feeding, and haying – are expected to be more 

energy intensive than others. These energy-intensive activities were modeled by mixed 

effects models to investigate the effects of temperature, location, and time on the 

average number of minutes pikas spent moving, feeding, or haying (Table 3). Like the 

surface activity models, the most supported energy-intensive model also included an 

interaction effect between subsurface temperature, location, and time (AIC: 573.14). 

However, unlike surface activity models, this model and the next five best supported 

models all included shallow subsurface temperatures. This suggests that shallow 

subsurface temperature was a better predictor than deep subsurface temperatures for 

energy-intensive behaviors. Additionally, the first and second best supported energy-

intensive models did not report substantially different AIC’s: 573.14 and 574.07 

respectively. The second best supported model included shallow subsurface 

temperatures with an interaction effect between time and location, suggesting that the 
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effects of subsurface temperature on surface activity did not necessarily depend on the 

effects of time and location as much as the effects of time and location depended on 

each other. This reinforces the interaction effect between time and location, but implies 

that the interaction effect between shallow subsurface temperatures and these two 

predictors may not be as strong. Figure 11 shows that the best supported fit predicts 

energy intensive behavior well and suggests a strong relationship between surface 

activity and this set of predictors (Fig. 10).  

 

 
Fig. 11. Observed vs. predicted 

energy-intensive activity according 

to most supported model. The 

figure shows a slight relationship 

when energy intensive activity from 

both sites were modeled as a mixed 

effect model with a random effect of 

individual pika and an interacting 

effect between shallow subsurface 

temperature, location (WK), and 

time (dusk) (AIC: 573.14). The 

dotted line represents a one-to-one 

line. 
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Table 3: Models of energy-intensive activity 
Model  Type Predictors AIC 

 

Null 

Models 

 

mixed effect 

mixed effect 

multivariate 

 

(1|pika) 

LocationWK (-), (1|pika) 

LocationWK (-)*** 

 

722.51 

724.46 

888.33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy-

Intensive 

Activity 

Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 mixed effect 

 

 

Shallow SST (+), locationWK (-)*, dusk (-)***,  

   shallow SST: locationWK (-), shallow SST: dusk (-),  

   locationWK: dusk (+)***,  

   shallow SST: locationWK: dusk (+)*, (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+)*, dusk (-)***, locationWK (-), dusk: locationWK  

   (+)***,  (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (-)***, locationWK (-),  

   shallow SST: locationWK (+)***, (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+)**, dusk (-)***, shallow SST: dusk (-), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+)**, dusk (-)**, locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+), (1|pika) 

Shallow SST (+), locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Deep SST (-), locationWK (-), dusk (-), deep SST: locationWK (-),  

   deep SST: dusk (-)**, locationWK: dusk (+),  

   deep SST: locationWK: dusk (+)***, (1|pika)† 

Deep SST (-)***, locationWK (-), deep SST: locationWK (+)***,  

   (1|pika) 

Deep SST (-), dusk (-), locationWK (-), dusk: locationWK (+),  

   (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+)*, (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+)*, locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+), dusk (-), deep SST: dusk (-), (1|pika) 

Deep SST (+)*, dusk (-), locationWK (-), (1|pika) 

 

573.14 

 

 

 

574.07 

 

590.40 

 

624.35 

625.96 

632.21 

634.17 

665.70 

 

 

672.98 

 

698.88 

 

720.36 

722.26 

722.47 

723.08 

Key: (1|pika) – pika as a random effect 

Deep SST – deep subsurface temperatures.                            Shallow SST – shallow subsurface  

LocationWK – the predictor location, compared to WK        Dusk –  time, compared to dawn 

Levels of significance: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 1 
† Model failed to converge with max|grad| = 0.00242427 (tol = 0.001). 

 

Non-Linear Models of Surface Activity 

The distribution of points representing predicted versus observed activity in Figs. 10 

and 11 do not suggest a perfectly linear relationship. To address this issue, nonlinear 

effects of temperature were explored in ad-hoc models that included a quadratic effect 

of temperature on surface activity. These models gained more support (had lower AIC) 

than the best models reported in Table 2. The most supported model included deep 

subsurface temperatures squared as well as an interacting effect of deep subsurface 

temperature, location, and time (AIC: 830.20) (Table 4). This was highly similar to the 
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most supported linear surface activity model and reinforces that the effect of deep 

subsurface temperatures on surface activity was different at dawn and dusk at each site. 

Figure 12 shows a strong relationship between this set of predictors and surface 

activity. Models including subsurface temperatures, subsurface temperatures squared, 

location, and time reported the lowest AIC’s overall (shallow: AIC=774.00, deep: 

AIC=812.00), but did not converge (shallow: max|grad| = 0.068585, deep: max|grad| =  

0.0209731) and were almost unidentifiable, according to R. These were thus not 

considered best fitting models and were not reported in Table 4. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Observed vs. predicted 

surface activity according to most 

supported nonlinear model. The best 

model fits surface activity as a 

function of deep subsurface 

temperatures squared with a random 

effect of pika and an interacting effect 

of deep subsurface temperature, 

location, and time (AIC: 830.20). The 

dotted line represents a one-to-one 

relationship
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Table 4: Surface activity models with non-linear effects 
Model Type                                                        Predictors AIC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quadratic 
Mixed 
Effects 
Models 

 

Deep SST2 (+)***, deep SST (+)***, locationWK (-), dusk (-)**,  
   deep SST: locationWK (+)**, deep SST: dusk (-)***,  
   locationWK: dusk (+)***,  deep SST: locationWK: dusk (-)***, (1|pika) 
Deep SST (-)***, deep SST2 (-)*, locationWK (-)*, dusk (-) . ,  
   deep SST2: locationWK (+)*, deep SST2: dusk (+)***, locationWK: dusk (+)***,  
   deep SST2: locationWK: dusk (-)***, (1|pika)† 
Deep SST (-)**, deep SST2 (+)***, dusk (+), locationWK (-)*,  
   dusk: locationWK (+)***, (1|pika) 
Deep SST (-)***, deep SST2 (-), dusk (+), deep SST2: dusk (+)***, (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+)*, shallow SST2 (+)*, locationWK (-)*, dusk (-),  
   shallow SST2: locationWK (+), shallow SST2: dusk (-)*,  
   locationWK: dusk (+)*, shallow SST2: locationWK: dusk (+), (1|pika) † † 
Deep SST (+) . , deep SST2 (+)***, (1|pika) 
Deep SST (+) . , deep SST2 (+)***, locationWK (-) (1|pika) 
Deep SST (+), deep SST2 (+)***, dusk (+), (1|pika) 
Deep SST (+), deep SST2 (+)***, dusk (+), locationWK (-), (1|pika) 
Deep SST (+) . , deep SST2 (+)*, locationWK (-), deep SST2: locationWK (-),  
   (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (-), shallow SST2 (+)***, dusk (-), locationWK (-) . ,  
   dusk: locationWK (-)***, (1|pika) 
Shallow SST2 (+) . , shallow SST (+), locationWK (-)*, dusk (-) . ,  
   shallow SST: locationWK (-)*, shallow SST: dusk (-), locationWK: dusk (+)***,   
   shallow SST: locationWK: dusk (+) . , (1|pika) † † † 

Shallow SST (+)**, shallow SST2 (-), locationWK (-),  
   shallow SST2: locationWK (+)***, (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+)*, shallow SST2 (+), (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+)*, shallow SST2 (+)**, locationWK (-), (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+), shallow SST2 (+)**, dusk (-), (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+), shallow SST2 (+) . , dusk (-), shallow SST2: dusk (-), (1|pika) 
Shallow SST (+),shallow SST2 (+)**, locationWK (-), dusk (-), (1|pika) 

 

830.20 
 
 
848.17 
 
 
865.18 
 
876.33 
880.33 
 
 
890.48 
890.80 
892.04 
892.37 
892.81 
 
895.02 
 
895.22 
 
 
911.64 
 
922.17 
923.84 
924.13 
924.99 
925.80 

Key: (1|pika) – pika as a random effect 

        Deep SST – deep subsurface temperatures                                Shallow SST – shallow subsurface  

        LocationWK – the predictor location, compared to WK           Dusk –  time, compared to dusk 

        Levels of significance: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
† Model failed to converge, max|grad| = 0.0220074 (tol = 0.001) 
† † Model failed to converge with max|grad| = 0.00275424 (tol = 0.001) 
† † † Model failed to converge, max|grad|= 0.00246308 (tol = 0.001) 
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Discussion 

 

On average, pikas were slightly more surface-active during dusk observations: pikas 

were seen above the talus surface during 31.6% of observations as opposed to 27.3% at 

dawn. However, this difference was not significant, suggesting that pika behavior was 

consistent at dawn and dusk even though dusk temperatures deep in the talus were 

significantly higher than dawn temperatures deep in the talus. Furthermore, the 

behavioral profiles of the pikas were also consistent at dawn and dusk, and no 

significant differences were found in the amount of time pikas were observed scanning 

and resting, moving, calling, feeding, haying, or chasing and escaping. The only 

significant difference found between dawn and dusk behaviors was preening, which 

was more prevalent at dusk at Long Lake. However, when combined with West Knoll 

data, this difference became nonsignificant, suggesting that the difference in time spent 

preening may be due to site-specific or pika-specific factors. Such consistent behavior, 

despite significantly cooler subsurface temperatures during dawn observations, 

suggests that pika behavior at dawn and dusk was not driven by subsurface 

temperatures. Pika behavior could potentially be driven by light cues, but because light 

intensity was not measured during each observation in this dataset, no conclusion can 

be made at this time. 

 

There was considerable variation in how much time each pika spent active above the 

talus surface. Some pikas were only seen, on average, during 5.6% of observation time 

while others were seen as much as 50%. These differences could be due to pika 
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specific idiosyncrasies, unknown site specific factors, or differences between how well 

the observer could view each pika’s entire territory during observations. As such, 

mixed effects models were developed to adjust for the high variation between pikas 

and explore to what extent subsurface temperatures might affect surface activity. After 

accounting for individual and site-level effects, effects of temperature on activity were 

supported. 

Surface activity models 

Mixed effects models indicated that when the random effect of individual pikas was 

accounted for, a strong correlation emerged between surface activity, deep subsurface 

temperatures, time, and location. The effect of deep subsurface temperatures on surface 

activity was only clear when temperature was included as a fixed interaction effect 

with location and time, possibly reflecting the significant differences found between 

sites for both deep subsurface temperatures and dawn surface activity. These 

differences may have resulted from site-specific factors, such as wind, aspect, 

precipitation, and population density. Models including subsurface temperature as a 

nonlinear effect further supported the strong relationship found in linear models; after 

an ad-hoc analysis, the most supported nonlinear model included an interaction effect 

between deep subsurface temperature, location, and time in addition to the fixed effect 

of temperature squared and the random effect of pika.  
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Energy-intensive behavior models 

When energy-intensive behaviors – such as moving, feeding, and haying – were 

summed and analyzed using mixed effects models, a similar trend emerged. The most 

supported energy-intensive activity model included a negative interaction effect 

between subsurface temperature, location, and time, supporting the relationship found 

in surface-activity models. But unlike surface-activity models, the most supported 

model for energy-intensive activity included shallow, instead of deep, subsurface 

temperatures as a fixed effect. One possible reason for this discrepancy could be that 

the subsurface temperatures recorded during dawn and dusk observations were 

moderate enough that temperature was not a strong driver of surface-activity at these 

times. The minimum subsurface temperature recorded in the dataset was 7.0˚C 

(shallow, West Knoll, dawn) and the maximum was 22.6˚C (shallow, West Knoll, 

dusk). Pika mortality during trapping efforts have been observed by Chris Ray when 

temperatures exceed 27˚C, and temperatures below 25˚C are generally considered safe 

for handling pikas (IACUC 1405.03). This suggests that while shallow subsurface 

temperatures may have been high enough to affect the most energy-intensive 

behaviors, they may not have affected lower-energy behaviors, such as scanning, to the 

same extent. This would explain why shallow subsurface temperatures were not as 

strong a predictor of surface activity, which includes both low and high-energy 

behaviors.  
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Compared to Wiebe et al. (2017) baseline data 

Pika behavior at dawn and dusk appears similar to pika behavior reported for midday 

by Wiebe et al. (2017) at the Fourth Annual North American Pika Consortium, in 

February 2017 (Figure 13). T-tests show there was no significant between dawn and 

midday or dusk and midday surface activity. Furthermore, the behavioral profiles were 

highly similar, and the most frequent behaviors (scanning/resting, moving, short 

calling) were consistent for all the time periods. Interestingly, feeding and haying seem 

noticeably more frequent at midday. This comparison suggests that pika behavior was 

relatively constant from dawn to dusk, with slight variations at midday.  

 

When surface activity data from Wiebe et al. (2017) were combined with dawn and 

dusk data, it became clear that surface activity was relatively constant throughout the 

day, with a slight decrease in activity at noon (Figure 14). T-tests indicated that there 

was no significant difference in pika surface activity between any of the two-hour time 

periods except for 12:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:00. It was unclear why pika surface 

activity from 16:00 to 18:00 was significantly lower than other times of day. This 

decrease in activity could potentially be due to high afternoon temperatures, or perhaps 

to thunderstorm activity. Since thunderstorms typically pass through this area between 

14:00-17:00, it was possible that recent rainstorms could have had a negative impact on 

pika surface activity, even if it was not actively raining during the observation.  This 

consistency suggests that while individual pika behavior was influenced by the 

interaction of subsurface temperatures with time and site-specific factors, average pika 

behavior remained constant throughout the day. Dawn and dusk observations were 
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representative of most midday observations, which could benefit researchers that have 

difficulty in accessing sites early in the morning or late in the evening and thus cannot 

make such observations. Knowing that midday observations are representative of these 

hard to study times could allow scientists to make approximations of pika behavior 

based on available midday data.  

 

 
 
Fig. 13. Average behavioral profiles of pikas were similar at dawn, midday, and dusk. The middle 

pie graph includes data from Wiebe et al. (2017) collected between 08:30 to 17:30 during summers in 

2012-2015. The most frequently observed behaviors, other than unseen, were scanning and resting, 

moving, and short calling for all times of day. By visual inspection, the behavioral profile provided by 

Wiebe et al. (2017) appears relatively consistent with dawn and dusk behavioral profiles. According to t-

tests, there was no significant difference in surface activity between dawn and midday or dusk and 

midday. 
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Fig. 14. Consistent pika surface activity from dawn to dusk. Dawn and dusk behavioral data was 

combined with midday data from Wiebe et al. (2017), collected 2012-2015 at three Colorado Front 

Range sites. According to t-tests, there was no significant difference in pika surface-activity between any 

of the two-hour time periods except for 12:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:00. Observation start time refers to the 

time that 45-minute observations began. The error bars were generated using the standard error. The 

number of observations per period is indicated by n. Wiebe et al. (2017) excluded some Long Lake data 

from the dawn and dusk dataset discussed in this research.  

Compared to Wiebe et al. (2017) models 

The data thus suggest that when the effects of location and individual pikas were 

accounted for, there was a significant relationship between surface activity and 

subsurface temperatures at dawn and dusk –especially for energy-intensive behaviors. 

This was consistent with evidence presented by Wiebe et al. (2017) at the Fourth 

Annual North American Pika Consortium. When dawn and dusk data from this 

investigation was combined with previous 2012-2015 midday behavioral data from 

three Colorado Front Range sites (including West Knoll and Long Lake), there was 

strong support for a model of surface activity based on shallow subsurface temperature 

and wind. Both these predictors were found to negatively affect surface activity 
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throughout the day in the Wiebe et al. (2017) analysis. Although wind was not 

analyzed as a predictor for the dawn and dusk data separately, the effect of location in 

the dawn/dusk models could approximate the effect of wind, since the West Knoll was 

windier and more exposed than Long Lake.  

 

The difference in best supported models between this investigation and the Wiebe et al. 

(2017) analysis implies that deep subsurface temperatures may have a greater impact 

on behavior at dawn and dusk while shallow subsurface temperatures have a greater 

impact during the middle of the day. Data from Wiebe et al. (2017) indicated that deep 

subsurface temperatures were on average cooler than shallow subsurface temperatures. 

While deep subsurface temperatures stayed cool throughout the day, shallow 

subsurface temperatures appeared to be slightly cool at dawn, warmer throughout the 

day and cool again at dusk. This suggests that perhaps shallow subsurface temperatures 

were not a driver of pika behavior at dawn and dusk because temperatures were not 

high enough to place significant heat stress on the pikas and thus did not determine 

their surface activity. Granted, this could also be a result of circadian rhythms or light 

cues, since pikas were exposed to less direct sunlight just after dawn and before dusk. 

Thus, further research is needed to determine the strength of this possible effect. 

 

Effect of observer 

Although the study design minimized the effects of the observer in several ways, as 

described in the methods section, the behavior of two pikas suggested that there was 

still a noticeable effect of the observer on pika activity. One adult at the West Knoll 
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(YGGY) and one juvenile at Long Lake were seen chewing and licking the observer’s 

backpack, boots, and jeans, going so far as to climb onto the observer’s boots and, in 

the case of the juvenile, climb into the observer’s lap. Both repeatedly approached the 

observer, moving, scanning, and feeding less than one meter away, even when the 

observer made sudden noises and movements that consistently made other pikas hide. 

The time of day did not impact the boldness of the pika, as there was no obvious 

difference between these two pika’s behaviors at dawn versus dusk. Pikas are well 

known for their curiosity (Krear 1965), so these observations themselves were not 

surprising. But this shows that the observer does noticeably affect pika behavior and as 

such could influence interpretation of observational data. The means of data collection 

– especially how close to haypiles observers were positioned – should therefore be 

evaluated before this dataset is compared to any other study.  

 

To minimize this observer effect in the future, the observer could create a viewing 

platform above the talus surface, to distance the observer from the pika. Krear (1965) 

used this method at the Long Lake site and reported considerable success. He discussed 

that building two large viewing platforms – built about 3 meters off the ground and 

shrouded with pine boughs to conceal the observer – allowed him to observe the pikas 

in a much more natural setting. However, such a setup is time and labor intensive. 

Perhaps a researcher in the future could achieve a similar effect by using high power 

binoculars and positioning themselves farther away from the haypile, concealed with 

pine boughs in the meadows beside the talus. Considering how curious pika tend to be, 

this may still be ineffective because the observer would disturb the site by entering and 
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exiting the area for each observation. A simpler solution could be to use a ladder as a 

transportable observation platform. However, this method was tested prior to this 

investigation and was rejected due to safety concerns raised by the observer, who felt at 

risk of falling off the ladder in the strong winds and uneven footing at the West Knoll. 

Perhaps such an approach would be more successful at Long Lake, where the winds are 

less fierce. 

 

Spatial biases in data collection 

Most data collected at Long Lake was collected from a small, relatively isolated patch 

of talus at the downslope edge of the talus occupied by three tagged pika (WXRY, 

RYYG, RWYW). The original study design selected five Long Lake pika that lived 

relatively far from one another. However, since two focal pika were never observed 

within their predicted territories, they were excluded from the final dataset, reducing 

the spatial variety in the data (see Appendix). Additionally, two Long Lake pikas’ 

territories (WXRY and RYYG) were entirely within the observer’s line of sight for all 

12 observations conducted in this patch of talus, and so data on both pika were 

recorded for every observation period. Combined with the RWYW observations, this 

means 76% of the Long Lake data came from the same patch of talus. As such, the 

Long Lake sample is likely not representative of the entire Long Lake population, and 

it is possible the trends discussed above could be due to the specific location of these 

three pikas, or due to unique characteristics of these three pika, and not to the time of 

day.  
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Pika behavior and climate change 

While individual and location effects in this study may have reduced our ability to 

determine whether pika behavior at dawn and dusk is driven by subsurface 

temperatures, models accounting for the effects of individual pika, location, and time 

suggest a relationship between subsurface temperatures and surface and energy-

intensive activity. This result hints at a greater trend developing, in which pika 

behavior may be increasingly affected by temperature. Wiebe et al. (2017) found a 

strong relationship between subsurface temperature and surface activity and this trend 

may likely extend to dawn and dusk if temperatures continue to rise. Substantial range 

retractions associated with rising temperatures have already been reported in the Great 

Basin (Beever et al. 2011). But when pikas have reached the coolest limits of their 

territories, and can no longer retreat upward in elevation, they will face two options: 

adapt or perish. Establishing a baseline of pika behavior at dawn and dusk may allow 

researchers to detect temporal shifts in pika behavior in the future. However, in the face 

of indisputable climate change, it is unclear what the future will hold for the pika. Will 

the change be gradual enough that pikas can adapt and survive? Or will the pika be the 

21st century version of a canary in a coal mine, its demise signaling a rapidly warming 

climate?
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Appendix 

Trapping protocol summary 

Tomahawk #201 collapsible traps, measuring 16” x 5” x 5” were used for all trapping. 

Traps were surrounded with at least two layers of rocks on all sides, except for the 

opening, to insulate the trap and protect pikas within the trap from potential predators 

(Figure 15). A small flat stone was placed within each trap to create a more 

comfortable environment for the pika. Traps were placed on flat rocks. If the trap 

location seemed inaccessible, a rock ramp was built leading to the entrance. Traps were 

set a day or two before the trapping efforts, and GPS coordinates were recorded for 

each. During non-trapping hours, traps remained closed and locked, with a medium 

sized rock placed in front of the entrance. This was both to ensure no pika accidentally 

entered the trap and to increase the pika’s curiosity after removing the rock, hopefully 

increasing the chances of catching a pika. Traps were opened between 05:00 -06:30 on 

trapping days and were filled with enough vegetation (lettuce and/or native foliage) to 

sustain a pika for six hours. Traps were checked every two hours and pika were 

released as soon as possible after handling, but no more than six hours after capture.  
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Fig. 15. A tomahawk #201 trap set during trapping efforts 2016. The trap is surrounded with two 

layers of rocks, to protect and insulate the pika. Vegetation was placed within the trap for pikas to eat 

while in captivity. The trap was kept closed and locked except during trapping efforts, when the trap was 

checked every two hours for pikas.  

 

 

Tagging the pika 

When finding a trapped pika, immediately cover the trap (rocks and all) with a tarp to 

shade and insulate the pika. When removing the trap from the rocks, remove the top 

rocks and immediately wrap the tarp around the cage, forming a “burrito” shape, with 

two open ends for airflow. This is to calm and shade the pika. Insert an air thermometer 

into the tarp and check every 10 minutes until the pika is ready for handling. Tarp and 

trap must be placed in the shade until handling.  If ambient temperatures exceed 75˚F 

or drop below 45˚F, pika must be released at the point of capture immediately.  

 

Prior to handling, each pika was transferred to a clear, 2L Oxo container (aka the 

“chamber”) with a lid that sealed airtight but had two 5 mm holes cut in the lid to 
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facilitate air flow. A 50 mL perforated sub-chamber, made from a clean film canister, 

was attached to the lid to accommodate the anesthetic. Clear plastic (vinyl) was 

attached to the mouth of the container in a large cone shape. This was placed over the 

back end of the trap (after the back was unlocked) and the plastic wrapped tightly 

around the trap sides. A dark stuff sack was placed over the chamber, which was held 

horizontally, to create a more attractive space for the pika. Then the trap backdoor was 

opened and the pika was encouraged to move into the chamber by gently blowing at 

the trap front door.   

 

Prior to tagging, the pika was anesthetized using a 20% v/v solution of 50:50 

isoflurane: propylene glycol (IACUC Protocol 1405.3). The propylene glycol was used 

to minimize negative side effects of isoflurane by decreasing the vapor pressor in the 

initial exposure to the isoflurane. These effects included increased respiratory 

suppression and aversive pika behaviors. To determine the effects of the anesthetic, the 

pika’s breathing and motor response to tilting the container was closely monitored. The 

pika was removed for handling once the pika no longer responded to the rotation of the 

chamber. Additional anesthetic was applied by returning the pika to the chamber and 

replacing the anesthetic, if needed. An injection of Dopran (Doxapram) was kept on 

hand at all times in case the pika stopped breathing and breathing could not be restored 

by stroking the spine of the pika to induce respiration by “tactile stimulation” (IACUC 

Protocol 1405.3) 
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To tag the pika, the principal investigator, Dr. Chris Ray, immobilized the pika by 

holding or “scuffing” the base of the ear and, using a commercial punch, removed 1 

mm disk of tissue from the ear. A standard rabbit ear tag engraved with a unique 

number was inserted into the hole with two colored plastic tabs, one on the front of the 

ear and one on the back. The resulting color codes of both ears was unique to the pika 

and useful for identifying the individual from a distance. The pika was released at the 

trap site after collecting data on its sex, rectal temperature, weight, and other 

physiological data.  

Data collection 

 
 

Fig 16. Data sheet front side. Data collected on 7/8/16, observing pika BWBW at the 

West Knoll. Behavioral data for the focal pika were recorded for every minute of the 

45-minute observation. Initial weather conditions, such as skies conditions, ambient air 

temperature, and wind levels were recorded, as well as location information such as 
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GPS coordinates and the site. Distance from the haypile and distance from stimulus 

were estimated. The stimulus species was used to describe any animal other than the 

focal pika that was observed in or near the observation area. Another untagged adult or 

juvenile was recorded as “pika”, “UA”, or “UJ”. “Recording counter” and “map check” 

were not used for this research. The notes section includes any qualitative observations 

important to the study, as well as notes on the distances that pikas were observed 

relative to each other, the haypiles, and the camera traps positioned at several of the 

sites. These latter notes were to help the observer keep track of different pikas during 

the observation. 

 
 

Fig. 17. Data sheet back side. Continuation of all columns from the front side. At the 

end of the observation, the final conditions were recorded at the bottom. At the end of 

the summer, when temperature data were obtained from the data loggers, the average 

meadow, above talus (aka shallow subsurface), and below talus (aka deep subsurface) 

temperatures were calculated and written into the datasheet. 
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Editing the dataset 

Table 5: Original focal pikas 

Site Pika           UTM E        UTM N       Date Tagged 

West Knoll 

 

 

 

 

Long Lake 

YGGY       0449254       4434186       2016 

RGWB       0449230       4434284       2016 

BWBW      0449392       4434273       2016 

GGWR       0449237       4434237       2016 

WRWW     0449081       4434426       2016 

YGBG        0450082       4435668       2016 

GBGW       0449995       4435659       2016 

NBY           0449913       4435567 

RYYG        0449973       4435622 

WXRY       0449838       4435593 

Standards for high quality data 

Data were considered “high quality” if the observer felt she could observe the focal 

pika with reasonable accuracy and attentiveness during at least 90% of the observation. 

The quality of data could decrease due to (1) a large number of non-focal pikas 

observed during the observation, (2) a high degree of activity seen in one or more pika 

at the site, or (3) an incomplete view of the pika’s assumed territory.  

Excluding observations from dataset 

Two of the focal pikas observed at the Long Lake site were excluded from the analysis 

because they were never observed in the predicted observation areas, e.g. within eye 

sight of the trap locations where they were captured during tagging efforts in July 

2016. It is likely that the points from which the observer chose to observe these pika 

did not give the observer a good view of the actual territories. Perhaps the territories 

had shifted between the date of tagging (7/13/16) and the dates of observations 

(7/20/16-8/9/16), or perhaps the observer mistakenly chose inactive haypiles to 

observe. The pika YGBG may have been observed for one out of 270 observation 
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minutes, but the observer was unsure of the identity of the pika, as it was seen at the far 

edge of the visible talus (UTM E 0450082, UTM N 4435668). The pika GBGW was 

observed for 13 out of 270 observation minutes, but not at the GBGW observation 

point (0449995, 4435659. GBGW was observed scanning and moving, at the YGBG 

study site instead. Therefore, both focal pika were excluded. 

 

At Long Lake, three tagged pika –two of which were intended as focal pika – were 

observed in a relatively small, slightly isolated patch of talus at the most downslope 

portion of the talus. Two of the pika shared a territory directly in the observer’s line of 

view (WXRY and RYYG), while one pika occupied a territory that extended behind 

the viewer and slightly out of sight (RWYW). As such, the two easily visible pika were 

both treated as focal pika during all 12 observations conducted for them. However, 

only two of RWYW observations were deemed high enough quality to include, one 

dawn and one dusk observation. 

Additional observations 

At the West Knoll, one untagged but highly distinguishable pika was added to the 

dataset and treated as a focal pika. The territory of this pika, recorded as UA1.WRWW, 

bordered the territory of WRWW (0449081, 4434426) and thus high quality data on 

this untagged pika was collected each time the focal pika WRWW was observed.  

Additionally, two observations of one distinctive untagged pika at the GBGW 

observation site yielded “high quality” data and thus were included in the analysis. 
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Unsure of pika identity: WXRY  

The pika described in the analysis as WXRY represents the combined observations of 

four differently identified pikas observed at the same Long Lake site (0449838, 

4435593): WBRY, WXRY, WYRY, and WWRY. These observations were all 

recorded as WXRY because these four pika are most likely the same pika. This follows 

for several reasons: (1) only one of the observed ear tags, WBRY, matches the ear tags 

of pika tagged by Chris Ray at this site from 2005-2016; (2) there are no other similar 

ear tags that could reasonably have been mistaken for any of the observed; (3) all four 

ear tags observed only differed by the right back ear tag; (4) the pika behavior was 

consistent between all four pika; (5) the pikas all contributed or scanned near the same 

haypile; and (6) none of these pika were observed at the same time. 
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